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• Abstract (300 words):
The relevance of versatility and flexibility in the learning/teaching dynamic is considered. The horizon of reflection articulates the spaces of action of academic and professional practice, in the scope of Architecture. The binomial versatility/flexibility indicates a changeable, plastic nature. It refers to an apparatus of models – or systems – considered in the learning/teaching experience. Despite its pedagogical-scientific validity, this is not an ideal model but the coexistence of different, eventually contradictory models converging for the same purpose. This is self-evident in learning/teaching Architecture: the growing debate on “research by design” and “practice-based” approaches proves it. Testimonies from teachers who simultaneously teach and act as professionals are considered. Examples of two academic and non-academic approaches to the complementary learning/teaching experience are shown:
a) “Deepening,” characterized by classical academic teaching in the medium-long term (from a school semester to five years). The duration of the studies allows for the slow and careful sedimentation of knowledge aimed at architectural culture in a functional perspective of collecting relevant states of the art.
b) “Intensity” promotes the ability to react (projectually) on subjects in a very short time (weeks).
Precise time circumscription workshops promote immersion that encourages direct, less mental and more impulsive approaches.

Experimental work feeds heterodox results in an empirical approach that frames the Frayling question: "How can I tell what I think until I see what I make and do?".

It is in the oscillation between the academy and the “external” space that progressive attempts to improve training are tuned. Emphasis is placed on the direction of travel – back and forth – from one space to another. The pathway takes on a metaphorical relevance, but it is also, in itself, a method proposal for a peripatetic integration. Examples framed by the notion of Jacques Gubler are considered: “La marche à pied, véhicule du corps.”
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